LONG.TER&I GOAL
The ultimnate goal of this research 'is to understand and forimilate in analytical ternis the nature of acoustic wave propagation through the fluctuating ocean waveguide. and by extension realize the developmtent of acous;tical remote sensing techniqules for the measurement of stochastic small-scale processes in the occan like internal waves.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
For long-range acoustic propagation in thc occan 1 wish to establish analytical and numeirical techniquesi for the prediction of acoustic fluctuation quantities like coherence as a function of depth, time, frequency, and horizontal separations, phase and intensity variance, and wave propagation regime as described by unsaturated, partially saturated, and fully saturated. This objective is held with the under-standing that the aiccomnplishmient of this goal will require both a detailed undierstanding of ithe relevant physical oceanography and of acoustic wave prop~agation.
APPROACH I and my colleagues from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO). the University of
California at Santa Cruz (UCSC), and the Universqity-of Washington at Seattle (UNN') have been analyzing dai~a frorn the Acoustic Thcrmonictry of Occan Climato (ATOC) North Pacific ,Network, and the North Atlantic Acoustic Mid-Ocean Dyvnamnics Experiment (AMODE) to compare with our analytical and numerical miodels of acoustic propagation through internal waves. The ATOC data consists of broadband (37 Hz at 3 dB'). 75-11z (,enter frequctncy transmissions from. both a bottom mounted source near the sound channel axis and a soul-cc sus;v~ndcd from R/P FLIP ncar the sound channel axis. The focus of our work to date has been on the ATOC transmissions from FL.TP (thc Aicou-tic Engineccring Test (A.ET)) which were carried out for 7 days in Novemnber of 1994 and were recorded onl two vertical line arrays at ranges of 80 and 3250 kmn, and by navy SOSUS hori zontal arrays at ranges of 1000 to 5000 kmi. For this ATC)C data set transmission occurred every 2 hours or every 4 hours. The AMODE data consists of broadhaiid (l0t) Hz at 3 dB), 2.50 H7 center frequecncy transminss ions from six transccive-r moorings positioned near the sound channel axis formning a pentagon on a circle of radius 35t) kmn with the sixth mooring in flue center. For a two-month periix' signals were sent every 3 hours. Trhe ANIODE data is, unique in providing long-rant.e reciprocal transmission data for the measurement of ocean currents as well as ocean internal vertical displacements.
WORK COMPLETED
Data from the AF.T has, hbcn analv;'cd in detail in ternis of the high frequency travel time variance, avera~c pulse shaipeand probability disttibution funiction (PDF) of -intensity for identilit-d wavefronts. In addlitiofl travel time fluctuations of thie pulse termination time were analyzed and the intensity PDF of non-identified peaks in the pulse crescendo wvas estimated. Data from AMODE haq been quality checked for t oonng motion and clock ccrrections to produce a high-prccision travel time timiescrics needed to quantify internal wave effects.
Numerical ntethxlis to evaluate the acoustic weighting function for acoustic propagation through Gurrett-Munk (GM) internal waves (both currents and displacements ') have been developed utilizing bath an analytic technique which assumes locally constant ray curvature and a technique which directly integrates the exact ray path. A newv technique which takes into account broadband acoustic effccts has boen devcloped to estimate pulse travel time bias, time spread. and the wavc propagation regimei as de~scribed by unsaturated, parti~ally saturated and fully saturated.
RESULTS
Wec discovered in the analysis and prediction of acoustic fluctuations for the ATOC ALT data, that pulse time spread and intensity fluctuations were much smaller than predicted by previous theories, and that travel time variance was much larger than predicted by previous theories. In particular we obs;ened rrms travel time fluctuations between I I and 19 inm and pulse time spreads between 0 anid 5.3 ins.. The intensity PDF was lognormal with an rms of 3 dB. As a group the observations indicate that the wave propagation is in the unsaturated or nearly partially saturated regime. Predictions usine, the OiM internal wave inode! show the wave propagation regime to be fully saturated with 5 to 7 nis mts for travel time fluctuations, 50 to 200 ms for pulse timec spread and 5.6 dB for rms intensity fluc~tuation with and exponential intensity PDF. Using an acoustic weighting function which take-. into accounts the exact ray path thiroughl internal waves, and substitutinge a broadband ray-tube width for the CW Vresnel zoine or Greetas function gives predictions of travel time variance, pulse time spread and wave propagation regimie which arc in g(-Kad agreemtent with the observations. Calculations of wave propagation regime and pulse ltime spreadi and bias~ are sensitive to the hroadb and assumrpt ion, for example the diffraction p~arameter, Lambd~a, differs by a. ftictor of' 1000 betwevn the CW and broadband cases. 
1MAcT/AC11PICI(ATION

RELATED PROJECTS
Below I list work o'ngoing in conjunction with ATOC, and the, North Pacific Acoustic U boratorv.
I-An analysis of the 9 month long ATOC VIA data from Hawaii and Kiritimarti is being carr ied out to examine geographical and temporal variations of the internal wave field. I amn working with IM. Dzieciuch at STO to quantify and predict temporal and vertical signal cohcrncces at thc VTAs.
